READING GUIDE

TANZANIA MIGRATION

Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your voyage, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/D9583.

ESSENTIAL

Item EXEAF542. Buy these 5 items as a set for $97 including shipping, 15% off the retail price. With free shipping on anything else you order.

Ernest Hemingway
Green Hills of Africa
1996, PAPER, 304 PAGES, $16.00
Hemingway paints the true story of his ramblings on safari in this classic, exquisitely written tale of hunting around Lake Manyara, which includes some of the best writing on the land itself and original pencil drawings. Originally published in 1935. (Item EAF25)

Martin B. Withers
Wildlife of East Africa
2002, PAPER, 256 PAGES, $19.95
This take-along guide to 475 common species of birds, mammals, reptiles, insects, trees and flowers of East Africa features full-color photographs with detailed descriptions on facing pages. (Item EAF108)

Chris McIntyre, Philip Briggs
Bradt Safari Guide Northern Tanzania
2013, PAPER, 430 PAGES, $25.99
A compact, practical overview of the history, wildlife and attractions of the Serengeti and surrounding parks, including Zanzibar. (Item EAF143)

Richard Estes
The Safari Companion
1999, PAPER, 489 PAGES, $30.00
An invaluable encyclopedic guide to Africa’s mammals by a noted scientist, this perennial bestseller includes black-and-white drawings, an overview of each animal group and in-depth information. Written with the typical safari-goer in mind. (Item AFR06)

Tanzania Map
2017, MAP, PAGES, $13.95
A double-sided map with neighboring Rwanda and Burundi. (Item EAF08)

ALSO RECOMMENDED

Peter Matthiessen
The Tree Where Man Was Born
2010, PAPER, 368 PAGES, $17.00
A classic portrait of East Africa, enthralling in its detail on nature and daily life. Includes Maasai Mara, Ngorongoro, the Kenyan highlands and Matthiessen’s field trips, safaris and adventures in the Serengeti. (Item EAF27)

Ole Saitoti
The Worlds of a Maasai Warrior
1988, PAPER, 144 PAGES, $29.95
Bridging several worlds with tremendous grace, Saitoti looks back on his life among the Maasai, both as spokesperson for his tribe and as one of the first Maasai safari guides. (Item EAF29)

Beryl Markham
West with the Night
2013, PAPER, 294 PAGES, $16.00
Markham evokes the landscapes, people and wildlife of East Africa in engrossing detail in this classic memoir of amazing adventures as a bush pilot in 1930s Kenya. A favorite. (Item EAF10)

Lonely Planet
Lonely Planet Swahili Phrasebook
2014, PAPER, 260 PAGES, $9.99
A pocket phrasebook, dictionary and language guide for the traveler to East Africa. (Item EAF96)
Ernest Hemingway

**The Snows of Kilimanjaro**

1995, PAPER, 156 PAGES, $15.00

Set in Africa, this collection of 10 prime Hemingway stories includes not just the famous title story but also The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber, a chilling masterpiece about an American couple on a big game safari. (Item EAF28)

Anup Shah

**Serengeti Spy**

2012, HARD COVER, 204 PAGES, $42.00

A hoof-level view of the Masai Mara and Serengeti. Photographer Anup Shah lets the wildlife reveal itself by placing small remote cameras at watering holes, outcrops and other strategic spots. The ground-level perspective is as surprising as it is clever, putting you face-to-face with lion and cheetah and wildebeest and all the creatures in action across the plains. (Item EAF39)

James Kavanagh

**African Wildlife**

1999, PLASTIC CARD, PAGES, $7.95

A laminated foldout guide illustrating almost 150 species of African animals, designed for quick reference in the field. (Item AFR109)

Terry Stevenson, John Fanshawe

**Birds of East Africa**

2006, PAPER, 602 PAGES, $39.50

Compact and comprehensive, this guide to 1,388 species of birds in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi features 286 excellent color plates, range maps and notes on habitats and conservation. A veteran tour leader, co-author Stevenson lives in Kenya. (Item EAF92)

Adam Scott Kennedy

**Birds of the Serengeti and Ngorongoro**

2014, PAPER, 224 PAGES, $27.95

Featuring a habitat-based approach to more than 270 bird species, this handy guide to fowl in Tanzania’s Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro Conservation Area and Speke Gulf includes 480 color photos and accessible text. (Item EAF417)

John Reader

**Africa, a Biography of the Continent**

1999, PAPER, 816 PAGES, $21.00

With the ease of a practiced journalist, Reader weaves a masterful and lively tale of the continent, from ancient cultures to modern times. Both authoritative and informal, this is a splendid introduction to all of Africa. (Item AFR49)

Martin Meredith

**Born in Africa**

2012, PAPER, 336 PAGES, $15.99

Martin Meredith (The Fate of Africa) turns to human origins and the riveting tale of rival anthropologists, archaeologists and scientists who have struggled to unravel the story of the evolution of humankind on the plains of Africa. (Item AFR28)

George Casey (Director)

**Africa, The Serengeti**

1994, DVD, PAGES, $19.99

James Earl Jones narrates this dazzling 40-minute IMAX documentary of the migration of wildebeest in the Serengeti and Masai Mara. (Item EAF120)

Shiva Naipaul

**North of South, An African Journey**

1979, PAPER, 349 PAGES, $17.00

A sharp portrait of Africa, circa 1979. A brilliant and provocative observer, Naipaul meditates on the various peoples he encounters in Kenya, Tanzania and Zambia. The best, most insightful thing we’ve read about race relations in Africa. (Item EAF28)

Isak Dinesen

**Out of Africa**

1985, PAPER, 466 PAGES, $15.95

The perennially best-selling tale of a naive young woman who leaves Denmark for East Africa, Dinesen’s (AKA Karen Blixen) autobiography draws us into life on a struggling coffee plantation. It’s a moving story inspired by a love for Kenya and its people. Includes the novella Shadows on the Grass. (Item EAF22)

Ernest Hemingway

**The Snows of Kilimanjaro**

1995, PAPER, 156 PAGES, $15.00

Set in Africa, this collection of 10 prime Hemingway stories includes not just the famous title story but also The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber, a chilling masterpiece about an American couple on a big game safari. (Item EAF28)